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1. For each i>0, let 7, denote the closed interval O^x^ 1 and let °I¡ denote the

open interval 0<*< 1. Let 7°° =fli>o 7 and °7°° = rii>o °h- 7°° is the Hilbert cube

or parallelotope sometimes denoted by Q. °7°° is homeomorphic to the space

sometimes called s, the countable infinite product of lines.

The principal theorems of this paper are found in §§5, 7, 8, and 9. In §5 it is

shown as a special case of a somewhat more general theorem that for any countable

set G of compact subsets of °7°°, °7eo\G* is homeomorphic to °7°° (where G*

denotes the union of the elements of G)(1).

In §7, it is shown that a great many homeomorphisms of closed subsets of 7"

into 7" can be extended to homeomorphisms of 7™ onto itself. The conditions are

in terms of the way in which the sets are coordinatewise imbedded in 7°°. A corol-

lary is the known fact (Keller [6], Klee [7], and Fort [5]) that if jf is a countable

closed subset of 7°°, then every homeomorphism of A" into 7 e0 can be extended to a

homeomorphism of 7°° onto itself. In a further paper based on the results and

methods of this paper, the author will give a topological characterization in terms

of imbeddings of those closed subsets X of 7 e0 for which homeomorphisms of X

into Wx={p \pelx and the first coordinate of p is zero} can be extended to

homeomorphisms of X onto itself. In his recent dissertation, Raymond Wong has

settled a question of Blankinship [4] by showing that there do exist two Cantor

Sets in 7" such that no homeomorphism of one onto the other can be extended to

a homeomorphism of 7°° onto itself.

In §8 the results of §7 are used to give conditions under which the union of two

Hilbert cubes can be seen to be homeomorphic to 7°°.

In §9 it is proved that many countable infinite products not obviously homeo-

morphic to °7C0 are, in fact, homeomorphic to °7°°. A theorem (Theorem 9.5)

equivalent to the following is proved: "For i= 1, 2,..., let C¡ be a closed nrcell

Presented in part to the Society, November 13, 1965 under the title On sets homeomorphic

to the countable infinite product of lines; received by the editors March 31, 1965.

(*) Klee [8] shows that an arbitrary normed linear space can iose a single compact set

without changing its topological character. The author [1] has the same conclusion (not only

for compact sets, but for certain noncompact sets which are appropriately imbedded) for a

class of topological linear spaces which does not appear to include all normed spaces and does

not include s but does include certain nonnormable spaces. In [2] Bessaga and Klee establish

that the removal of a single point from any of a very general class of topological linear spaces

including s does not change the topological character of the space.
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(0 < «t < oo) and let Yt be a subset of C, which contains the interior of C(. Then the

product of the Yy's is homeomorphic with 07°° if and only if each Yt is a G6 set and

Yy^Cy for infinitely many i."

The arguments of this paper use purely set-theoretic topological methods.

A remark concerning stable HOMEOMORPHiSMS. It will be shown in a further

paper that every homeomorphism of 7" onto itself is stable in the sense of Brown-

Gluck, i.e., every homeomorphism is the finite product of homeomorphisms each

the identity on some nonempty open set. However, it follows easily (as was pointed

out to the author by Raymond Wong) that all the homeomorphisms of 7™ onto

itself used in this paper can be specified to be stable. Specifically, the results of

§§3-7 on existence of homeomorphisms, can be strengthened by adding the

condition that the homeomorphisms asserted to exist also be stable.

2. Definitions, notation, and preliminary lemmas. Let Z denote the set of positive

integers. For a^Z, let Ia denote FTye« h ana* let °7a denote flye« °h- For acßczZ,

let ra denote the projection of 7°° (or of Ie where appropriate) onto Ia. For a the

set whose only element is i, ra may be written as rt.

For a a nonnull proper subset of Z, a' will denote Z\a.

The collection {a¡}i>0 is said to be a partition of Z provided

(1) for each i,j>0, ax n a¡= 0 if and only if M/ and

(2) (Ji>o otj=Z. A. collection satisfying condition (1) is called a subpartition. A

partition (or subpartition) is said to be simple if each element is finite.

For any infinite a<=Z we consider Ia= T~[l£a It to be endowed with metric pa

defined by

pa{x,y) = J^T\{Xi-yi)2
' fea *•

where x={xK) and y={yy), xt, yt e /,. For a=Z we let p he pa. As 07ac7a, the above

metric is inherited by °Ia. For finite a, we consider pa to be the ordinary Euclidean

metric with each I¡,j e a, being of length 1. The set °Ia is dense in Ia and is called

the pseudo-interior of Ia. Let B(Ia)=Ia\°Ia and let B(Ia) be called the pseudo-

boundary of I„. For a finite, B(Ia) is the boundary of the finite-dimensional cell Ia.

For a infinite, £(£) is dense in £j°.

Remark. £(/") and °7°° are clearly not homeomorphic to each other. Note

that both £(7œ) and °I°> are dense in Ix and £(7°°) is an £„ set. Since 700 is compact

and hence of the second category, °7°° cannot also be an £„ set.

By a í3*(/ff)-homeomorphism we shall mean a homeomorphism of 7« onto itself

which carries B(Ia) onto B(Ia). By a ß(Q-homeomorphism we shall mean a homeo-

morphism of Ia onto itself carrying B(Ia) into B(Ia). For a=Z, we simplify the

notation to /?*- and ô-homeomorphisms.

Let G(Im) denote the group of all homeomorphisms of 7" onto itself. For

A'c:/" and/G G(IX), let/|£be the homeomorphism/restricted to the domain K.

For M<=T°,f is said to be supported on M iff\(Ix\M) is the identity.
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Many of the homeomorphisms with which we shall be concerned may be de-

scribed in something like the following manner. Let a={l, 2}. Let A be a homeo-

morphism of Ia onto itself such that (1) A|5(7a) is the identity, (2) for some p e Ia,

Tiip)¥irAhip)) and (3) for each p e Ia, r2ip) = t2(A(/?)). Let 7°° be regarded as

7ax7a. and for a£7°°, let q = (Ta(a), ra(q)). Then define /(a) = (A(ra(a)), ra.{q)).

(Incidentally,/is a /3*-homeomorphism.) Associated with/are three subsets of Z

which in the definition to follow we shall label a(J), /3(f), and yif). In our example

a{f)={l}, ßif)=a and y{f)={2}. In effect, a{f) represents the set of directions in

which/acts, ß(f) represents the set of directions which can be ignored or factored

out when defining/and yif) represents the other directions.

For/E 0(7"), let a(f) denote the set of all elements / of Z such that for some

pel'0, rtip)^Ttifip)). Clearly «(/)= 0 if and only iff is the identity. For je Z,

/is said to be independent of j provided that./' ^ a(f) and for any/», q e 7°° for which

Tz\u)ip) = Tz\uM), Tz\(nifip)) = rz\mifiq)). Let ß(J) denote the set of all jeZ for

which/is independent of/ Let y(/)=Z\(a(/) u ß{f)).

For any a <=-Z and any i e a, let Wi{Ia) be the set of all points of Ia with /-coordinate

0 and let ° Wi{Ia) be the set of all points of Wi(7a) whose other coordinates are

properly between 0 and 1. For «=Z we let W,(7 °°) and "Wll™) be denoted by W¡

and °Wi respectively.

Let, for each i, f e Gilx). We shall be concerned with the infinite product

(composition) of the {/}(>0 in the form.-A/à/i in cases where such compo-

sition is, in fact, a homeomorphism. To this end we give the following definition.

The ifiormal) left product LTJt>Qfi of {/,} is the transformation p. of 7" into the

space C of closed subsets of 7°° defined by /*(/>) = limi>0 sup {/■ • -f2fiip)}. For a

double sequence {f^u > 0 we define L flu > 0 fti by ordering {/„} as a simple sequence,

i,j<i',j' if i+j<i'+j' or if i+j=i'+j" and /</'. We are interested in conditions

under which (1) p. is a transformation of 7°° into 7 e0 as a subset of C, (2) p. is onto

700, (3) /x is continuous, and (4) p. is 1-1.

Lemma 2.1. If{aif)}i>0 is a subpartition, then p=L Eloo/i is a continuous trans-

formation of 7°° onto Ira.

Proof. Consider pel'" and keZ. If k <£ {J t > 0 a(/) then rk{pip)) = rkip) and if,

for some i, k e a(/), then rk{p.ip)) — Tfc(/t(p)). Hence p. carries 7œ into 7°°. Also since,

for each i, f is continuous and rk is continuous then p. is continuous in each co-

ordinate and hence is continuous. Finally we verify that p. carries 7°° onto 7".

We suppose it does not. Since /¿(7 e0) is closed there is some j such that for

a={l,2,...,j}, rApiIx))¥=Ia. But there is a A: such that for k'>k, a n a{fk.)=0.

Hence rApiT°)) = rAfk ■ • /2/i(7co)) = 7a, a contradiction.

Remark. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 p. need not be 1-1. For example,

if aif¡) = i and yifi) = i+1, for each i, then for some p ^ q we can define {/} so as

successively to make rApip)) = rk(j¿iq)) for all k.

There are many conditions other than those of Lemma 2.1 under which p. is a
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mapping and even a homeomorphism. In the next lemma, we observe some other

conditions for ix to be a mapping, such conditions being designed to fit applications

in §§5 and 6.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that for each /,/, g G(£°) and for each i,j>0, a(f¡) n a(f)

is the single element teZ. And suppose that {rt(fn ■ ■ ■f1(p))}n>o converges for each

p g 7™ and the mapping thus defined is continuous from Ia onto It. Then p=L\~[l>ofi

is a continuous transformation of I™ onto 7°°.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is like that for Lemma 2.1 except that the

properties of p. with respect to the ith direction are implied by the special

hypotheses.

Lemma 2.3. If{a(fi))i>o is a subpartition and if

then p=Ly~[i>0ft is a homeomorphism onto 7°°.

Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that /u.= 1-1. Suppose p^q and let

k he an element of Z such that rk(p) ^ rk(q). Then if

k $ U <*ifd, Tk{p{p)) = Tk(p) + rk(q) = rk(¡x(q)).
i>0

If for every k$(Ji>0 a(ft), Tkip) = Tki<Ù then for some i and some j, i e a(fj) and

Ti{p)*Ty{q). Since f¡ e G(I°>), and y(/})«=Z\Ui>o <fd, for some /' e «(/,),

tÁP-ÍP)) = r,(fj(p)) ¿ rt.(fj(q)) = r^fo))

as was to be shown.

In the following lemma we give an easy metric condition on {/,}, > 0, using uniform

continuity of (f ■ ■ ■f2f1)~1 so that LT~[(>0f( must be a homeomorphism.

Lemma 2.4. Let {/i}(>0 be a collection of elements ofGW) such that {a(f)}i>0 is

a subpartition. Let {ei}y>0 be a sequence of positive numbers with, for each i,

ei +1 < i<v For each i, let 8¡ be a positive number such that p(p, q) < e,/2 whenever

p,qelx with p(fy ■ ■ •fy(p),f ■ ■ fy(q))<8i. Suppose, for each i, the distance between

f + y and the identity is less than min (8,, 8¡_i/2, 8¡_2/22,..., S^'-1). Then

P=L n¡>o/t is a homeomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, p. is a mapping. By the conditions of the theorem, if two

points are at a distance > en from each other, then /„ • • -f2fy keeps the points

separated by a distance of 8n and the introduction of the additional factors cannot

bring them together.

We next introduce four lemmas giving conditions under which homeomorphisms

can be asserted to be ß or ß*.

Lemma 2.5. Forfe G(I">) with a(f) finite, fis ß*.
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Proof. Let x e T° be expressed as {p, q) where/) e Ia(J and a e 7Ä(/;Liya). For each

1 e Ißviuyin, flip, q)] = ip'> l) and since Ia(f) is a finite dimensional cube, p' is on

the boundary of 7a(/) if and only if p is on the boundary of IaU). But then

f[(j>, q)] e 7i(7œ) if and only if (j>, q) e 5(7") and thus/is ß*.

Lemma 2.6. Any finite product of ß (or ß*) homeomorphisms is ß ior ß*).

Proof. Obvious.

Lemma 2.7. If, for each i>0, A, £ G(7°°), if h=L Y\i>Q h, e G(7ra), i/{a(Af)},>0 is

a simple subpartition, and if, for each i > 0, A¡ is ß ior ß*), then A is ß ior /?*).

Proof. Suppose p e 5(7°°). Then for some/', t//>) = 0, 1. Ifj£ {Ji>0 «(A¡), then

riiKp)) = Tiip)- If 7 e a(^f) then since A¡ is ß (or ß*) and 4(A¡) is a finite cube, there

exists k e a(Af) such that Tk{ht{p)) = 0, 1 and hence rkih{p)) = rAhtip)) = 0, 1. There-

fore A is /S.

Suppose each A¡ is j8*. Then, as above, A is /3. LetaE °7CC. For each/'^(Ji>0 a(Af),

t/A(ö)) = T,(a) and hence cannot be 0 or 1. For each j e a(A¡), T;(A¡(a)) = r;(A(a))

and Ty(A((a))^0, 1 since A¡ is 0*. Therefore A is ß*.

Lemma 2.8. 7/,/or eacA ;'>0, A, e (5(7"), z/A=L T\i>0 A¡ e 0(7°°), i/{a(Aj)}i>0 is

a subpartition, if (_Ji>0 a(A¡) n lji>0 y(At)= 0, and if for each i>0, h¡ is ß ior ß*),

then A is ß ior ß*).

Proof. Suppose p e 7?(7cc). Then, for some/ t;(/?)=0, 1. Ify'^ Ut>o a(A(), then

TiiKp)) = tAp)- If7'e a(^¡).tnen since A¡ is /3 (or /?*), either (1) there exists a/ e y(A¡)

for which r,Ap)=0, 1 or (2) there exists a & £ o¡(A¡) such that rfc(A¡(/>))=0, 1 and

hence rkiKp)) = rkihiip))=0, 1. Therefore A is /3. The argument that h is /?* if each

A¡ is j8* is like that of Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 2.9. Let {a¡}i>0 be a collection of subsets of Z such that for each i, at is

infinite. Let, for each i> 0, {o£W}y>0 be a simple subpartition the union of whose elements

is contained in a¡. TAen there exists a subpartition {i8¿}i>0 such that (l)/or each i>0,

ßic^ai and (2) for each i>0, ßt is the union of infinitely many sets atj.

Proof. This lemma is a standard set-theoretic proposition. It may be proved by

an inductive constructive argument. Let {y¡} be any partition of Z with, for each i,

y i infinite. For each k, let bk be inductively selected so that, if k e yu then bk is the

«y with least index j for which bk n bs= 0 for each s < k. Let ßt be the union of all

elements bk for which bk = aij for some / and for which k e y¡.

3. Straightening weakly thin compact sets.

Definitions. A set 7Cc/œ ¡s said to be weakly thin provided that (1) K is closed

and (2) there exists a simple subpartition {ai}i>0 such that, for each i, raiiK)¥"Iai-

A set K<^Iœ is said to be thin provided that (1) K is closed and (2) there exists a

simple subpartition {a¡}i>0 such that, for each /, cet consists of a single integer and

ra¡iK) c °/    We say that Kis weakly thin (or thin as appropriate) with fespect to {a¡}.
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Remark. Examples of closed sets which are not weakly thin are closed sets

which contain nonempty open sets or closed sets whose complements in 7°° are

not homotopically trivial. For finite a, let p e °Ia. Then r~ \p) is not weakly thin

nor is its complement homotopically trivial.

Lemma 3.1. £<?; a be a subset ofZ. Let {£j}j>o be a collection of closed sets each

weakly thin with respect to a subpartition whose elements are disjoint from a. There

exists a ß*-homeomorphism g such that a(g)ca and, for each i>0, g(K¡) is thin with

respect to a subset of a.

Proof. By Lemma 2.9 there exists a subpartition {ft}, > 0 such that IJi > o A n a = 0

and for each i, there exists a simple subpartition {ßyj}j>0 with respect to which £( is

weakly thin and with for each/, ßu^ßy. If for two disjoint finite sets yu y2<=Z,

and for any j>0, ryi(K,)^Iyi and ry2(Ky) #IY2, then Tyi¡Jy2(Ky)^IyiUy2 and

Tnuy2(Ki)3>B(IylUy2). Thus for each i and each j we may let ytj=ßi2j-y u ßt2j

and, for each i, {yij}j>o is a simple subpartition with respect to which Kt is weakly

thin, with for each/, yy^ft and with ryu(Ky)zpB(Iyil). For each i and each/, let gi}

he a /3*-homeomorphism such that a(gij)=yij, y(gx¡)=0, and for some njeyx¡,

Tni(gy(£,)) c °in¡. By Lemma 2.3, L \~[yj>Qgy is an element of 0(7°°) and by Lemmas

2.5 and either 2.7 or 2.8, g=LYJyJ>0gij is ß*. By construction, for each i, since

G(Ky) is compact, g(Ky) is thin and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.2. Let i eZ, let t be a number, 0< t< 1, and let a<zzZ with i $ a. Let K

be a closed subset of 7™ such that (1) 0 < t,(£) < 1 and (2) for p,qe K with p^q,

ra(p)¥=ra(q). Then there exists a ß*-homeomorphism f such that a(f) is the set whose

only element is i, y(f) <= « and t,(/(£)) = telt.

Proof. This lemma is a simple consequence of the Tietze Extension Theorem

and is similar to lemmas in the literature. Let K' be the set of points of xf^O for

which ra(K') = ra(K). Let g be the map of K' into °I, defined as follows : for p e K',

let q be the point of K for which ra(p) = ra(q) ; then g(p) = r¡(q). Since K is compact,

ry(K) is compact and there exist tx, t2 such that 0<ty<t<t2<l and such that

T|(£)cfo, t2]<^Iy. Let g* be the map from rttulil(K') onto rau{i)(K) induced by g;

for p g £', g*(rauli)(p)) = rauWg(p).

Let g* be extended to a map g' of raT¡_1(0 into [tlt t2]. Then for each

p e raTy~ x(0 let the interval [0, g'(p)] be mapped linearly onto [0, p] and let [g'(p), 1]

be mapped linearly onto [p, 1], all intervals being orthogonal to rar^\t). The

resultant map/of 7au{1) into 7au(i) is a homeomorphism. Let 7C0=7au(„ x Uiaumy

and for p = {py, p2) coordinates of these factors let f(p) = (f(py), p2). Then / is the

desired homeomorphism as is easy to verify.

A closed set £■=£" is said to be straight with respect to the set {«i}i>0 of integers

provided that, for any i, rn¡(K) is a single point of °/B(.

Lemma 3.3. Let K be a thin set and let {nj)j>0 be a set of integers such that,

for each j, rn¡(K)<=-°In¡. For any infinite subset {ws}s>0 of {nj}j>0 there exists a
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ß*-homeomorphism f such that fiK) is straight with respect to some infinite subset

of {ms} and a(f)c{ms}.

Proof. If, for infinitely many s, r„AK) is a single point, / can be taken as the

identity. Alternatively, let {mSr}r>0 be the infinite subset of {ms} for which rm¡ {K)

is nondegenerate. Let {o£i}(>o be a subpartition with {J{>û <*i={mSr}r>0 and with each

a, infinite. We shall select / so that fiK) is straight with respect to ax and so that

«(/) = {"ISr}r>0.

Let cti={r(} and, for each /, let ot,+1={i>w}y > 0. Let 8U={tt, %}. Then I6it is a square

and since K is compact, r6ll{K) is a compact subset of °Ii¡{. Let ait be a homeo-

morphism of Itij onto itself such that (1) otj is the identity on 7i(76(y), (2) for each

pel6ll,ru{p) = rtA°iAp)), and (3) for p,qer6¡j{K) with \ru{p)-ruiq)\ > 1/2',

\TviAaniP))~TVi,ianicU)\'rl:0. We may simply distort °I6tj in the v„ direction to

produce such a <jtj. Letting, for each i,j>0, ICC = I6¡Í xló¡¡ and for qel™ letting

q=intl{q), riU{q)), we define Mq)=ianiTôili<l)), rÔUiq)). Then </>tj is a ^-homeo-

morphism with atyij) the set consisting of vtj itself and with y(<£w) the set consisting

of /( itself.

By Lemmas 2.3, 2.5 and 2.7, </>=Ll~[iJ>0<f>iJ is a /S*-homeomorphism with

a{f}= (Joo «i + i and y{f) = ax. Also, for any p,qe K and any />0, if ru{</>ip))

7e Ttii<Hq)), then for some y e «,+ lf t/<¿(/>)) ̂  t/<¿(o)).

Now by Lemma 3.2, for each />0, there exists a jS*-homeomorphism / with

oc(/t) the set consisting of r( itself, y(/i)(=ai+i, and rtiifi<j>iK))=\ e 7t(. By Lemmas

2.3 and 2.7, we may let/* =7, Y\i>ofi and/=/*<£ is the desired homeomorphism.

Lemma 3.4. Let a be a subset of Z. Let {Ki}l>0 be any collection of closed sets

each thin with respect to a subset of a!. Then there exists a ß*-homeomorphism A

such that a(A) <= a and for each i, hiKt) is straight with respect to some infinite subset

of a'.

Proof. By Lemma 2.9, we may let {ßi}i>0 be a subpartition such that, for each i,

ßx n a = 0, j8, is infinite, and Kx is thin with respect to the collection of all single

element subsets of ßt. Let, for each i, A( be a /?*-homeomorphism as in Lemma 3.3

with a(A,) u y(A,) <=£,. Then by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.8 L TL>o A¡ is the desired homeo-

morphism A.

Theorem 3.5. Let a be a subset ofZ. Let {7ij}i>0 be any collection of closed sets

such that each is weakly thin with respect to a subpartition whose elements are dis-

joint from a. Then there exists a ß*-homeomorphism A such that a(A) c a' and, for

each i, A(7i() is straight with respect to some infinite subset of a.

Proof. Theorem 3.5 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4.

4. Extending homeomorphisms—Kite's method. The proof of the following

two theorems is by a method due to Klee [7]. The setting is a bit different from

Klee's.
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Theorem 4.1. Let abe a subset ofZ such that a and a are nonnull. Let K and K'

be closed sets in 07°° such that, for each i e a, t¡(£') is a single point and, for-each

j e a', Tj(K) is a single point. Then any homeomorphism f of K onto K' can be ex-

tended to a ß*-homeomorphism F.

Proof. We consider 7°° as Ia x 7«. and let Kf he the graph off, i.e.,

Kf = {(ra(p),ra.(f(p)))\peK}.

Let g be the homeomorphism of K onto Kt defined by g(p) = (ra{p), ra(f(p)))

for pe K and let g' be the homeomorphism of K' onto K, defined by

g'{p) = {ra{f-1{p)),Ta.(p))

for p g A".

We shall define a ß*-homeomorphism h such that h\K=g\K and another ß*-

homeomorphism h' such that h'\K'=g'\K'. Then (h')~1h is the desired/.

It suffices simply to define h since h' may be defined analogously. For each

i e a, Lemma 3.2 asserts the existence of a ß* -homeomorphism A¡ with a(ht) the

set whose only element is i and with y(ht) c a such that for pe K, h¡(p) is the point

whose i'th coordinate is ry(g(p)).

Let h=L rioo by and by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7, h is the desired homeomorphism.

Theorem 4.2. Let K and K' be subsets of0I°° closed in 7*° and let f be any homeo-

morphism of K onto K'. Then f can be extended to a ß*-homeomorphism.

Proof. Since £ and K' are closed subsets of 7°° they are compact and as they are

subsets of °7°° they are (weakly) thin. By Theorem 3.5 there is a ß*-homeomorphism

h such that h(K) and h(K') are each straight with respect to some infinite set of

integers. By Lemma 2.9 there exist two disjoint infinite sets a, ßeZ such that K

is straight with respect to a and K' with respect to ß. Let g be a ß*-homeomorphism

with Iß mapped onto 7a. and 7r mapped onto Ia. Then gfi i.e.,/followed by g\K',

is a homeomorphism of K onto g(K'). Since K is straight with respect to a and

g(K') is straight with respect to a, we may invoke Theorem 4.1 to assert the exist-

ence of a j8*-homeomorphism 6 which extends gfi Then g~16\K=f\K and as g'1

and 6 are both ß*-homeomorphisms, g~16 is the desired extension.

Let ß and ß' be disjoint closed nonnull sets whose union is the set of all positive

integers greater than 1.

The following two propositions are immediate consequences of Theorems 4.1

and 4.2 respectively, obtained by identifying Yli>1 7¡ coordinatewise with Ia3.

Corollary 4.3. Let K and K' be closed sets in °Wy such that, for each ieß,

Ty(K') is a single point and, for eachj e ß', r¡(K) is a single point. Then any homeo-

morphism f of K onto K' can be extended to a ß*-homeomorphism F such that

leß{F).

Theorem 4.4. Let K and K' be closed sets in ° Wx. Then any homeomorphism f

of K onto K' can be extended to a ß*-homeomorphism F such that 1 eß(F).
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5. Pushing weakly thin sets to £(7œ). In this section we begin by proving the

key lemma establishing a certain /8-homeomorphism.

Lemma 5.1. Let a = {«i}i>o be any infinite set of positive integers with, for each i,

«j<«j + 1 and with a being nonnull. Let K^I" be any closed set which is straight

with respect to a. There exists a ß-homeomorphism h such that (1) a(h)<=a, (2) for

p e °7co, h(p) is an element ofB(IX) if and only if p e K, (3)forpe K, rni(h(p)) = 0

and for k^nx, rk(p) = rk(h(p)) and (4) for any peB(F°) and any i for which

Ty(p) = 0, 1, there is a k¿ifor which rk(h(p)) = 0, 1.

Proof. We shall exhibit h as an infinite left product of finitely elementary

homeomorphisms hy where, for each », a(hy) consists of ny and ni + 1 and y(h¡) is

null. Each /i, is to move K (or really At_1/ii_2 • ■ • hy(K)) a step closer to Wni = rñ^iO).

Without loss of generality we may assume that, for each i, rni(K) is the single

point 1/2' g 7„( (for we could have earlier recoordinatized each factor of 7°° to

achieve this). Let co be the point of Ia whose «¡th coordinate is 1/2'.

Let qy, q2, q3, q^, and q5 denote the points of C¡ = 7ni x 7„1+1 whose coordinates

are (0,0), (0, l/2' + 1), (1/2', l/2'+1), (1/2', 0), and ((l/2'+1)-(l/2< + 1)) respectively.

Let My denote the closed rectangular region in C¡ whose vertices are qy, q2, q3, and

ç74. To define h¡, for i> 1, we use four sets:

Sy is the infinite product 7ni + 2 x 7n, + 3 x • • • ;

T, is a neighborhood of (1/22, 1/23,..., 1/2') in 7„2 x 7„3 x • • • x 7n, ;

Ut is a neighborhood of A/¡ in C¡ ; and

Vy is a neighborhood of ra(K) in ra.(Im).

In the case of hy, as Ty is vacuous, we use only Sy, Uy, and Vy.

The homeomorphism ht is to be supported on SyxTyxUyX Vy (or on SyxUyX Vy

in the case of hx). The sizes of the neighborhoods are to be selected (as specified

later) in terms of hy _ x.Ai so that the infinite left product h of the {ht} will be

defined and will move exactly K to Wni. In fact h will move K onto the projection

of K in lVni and will move exactly K n °7co from 07°°. Also for any p $ K, h(p)

will be hnhn_y ■ ■ ■ hy(p) for all sufficiently large n and for any p not in the projection

of K on Wni, h~\p) will be (hnhn-y ■ • • Ai)_1(/>) for all sufficiently large n.

Let Af be a homeomorphism of C¡ onto itself such that A( is supported on Uy,

is isotopic to the identity with support on Uy, carries the interval [q3, q4] onto the

interval [q5, q2] and, for each p e CK, rniXy(p)^rni(p). Let A\ be an isotopy of A(

to the identity e with A^Aj and A¡ = e, with, for each t, A\ supported on Ut,

and with, for each / and each p e C¡jTniAti(p)-¿rní(p). This last condition helps

imply condition (4) of the lemma.

Let Yy= Vy x Ty and, for vef, let y = (yv, Jr) with yv e V¡ and yT e Tt. By the

Urysohn Lemma we may let c4, be a continuous map of Y¡ onto [0, 1] such that

(1) <Pi(yv,yT)=0 if and only if yvera.(K) and yT = (lß2, 1/23,..., 1/2') and

(2) <pt{yv, yT)= 1 if yv e Vt\V, or yT e Tt\Tt.

For anypeSyxJJyX Y¡ letp be expressed as (plfp2,p3) withpx,p2,p3 points of
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the factors above. For any t, 0Û t Ú 1, any px e S¡, any p2 e Ut and any p3 e 4>r\0,

let hiip) = ipx, A\ip2), p3). Clearly under the given conditions since <£¡ is continuous

and A{ is an isotopy, A¡ so defined is a homeomorphism of St x C/¡ x y( onto itself

and Aj is the identity on the boundary of St x Ui x Y( in 7°°. We let A( be defined as

the identity outside of StxÜ¡x F, and, thus, this extended A¡ is by Lemma 2.5,

a /3*-homeomorphism.

We define hx as above but with Yx = Vx. Since A( carries the interval [a3, a4] to

the interval [a5, a2] in C¡, then, for any/', Tni(Ay • ■ - h2hxiK)) is the point l/2i+1 of

7ni, and rn/A, • • • AAW) = t„,(7Q is the point 1/2' of In¡.

We now ask for conditions on T¡, £/,, and Vt so that A will be the desired

homeomorphism.

Let Ux be the (l/10)-neighborhood of Mx in Cx and let V1 = ra.{I'a). Suppose

we have given hx,..., At_x. Let S, be a positive number < 1/10* such that for any

two points/7,a£7œ with ^(Ai-!.hAp),hi-x.A1(a))>8¡, then pip,q)< 1/10*.

Let Vt be the (8i/3)-neighborhood of ra(K) in Te.(7°°). Let T, be the (8¡/3)-

neighborhood of (1/22,..., 1/2') in 7„2 x7„3 x • • • x7nr Let U¡ be the (S,/3)-

neighborhood of Mt in Q.

We note that the metric p on infinite products is a scaled down version of the

metric d on finite products. Thus a 8-neighborhood of a point in a finite product

corresponds to an open subset of the S-neighborhood of the point in the finite

product regarded as a projection of the infinite product.

We consider the difference in action between hn=hnhn^x.hx and An_x

=A„_1.hx. Since An is supported on SnxTnx Unx Vn, then hn differs from

An_! in domain hñ\SnxTnx Unx Vn) and in range SnxTnxUnx Vn. In effect,

this range is a small neighborhood of the projection of K on Wni whereas the

domain is a small neighborhood of K itself. Furthermore the set which is the

projection of Än(A") on Wni is the projection of hn-AK) on Wni and such a set is

moved by An (through the action of An) to a nearby set on Wni and then is eventually

left alone. Since ra. carries K homeomorphically onto ra<iK) and no An affects

any a' coordinate, then no two points of K are brought close together. From these

considerations and Lemma 2.2 it follows that h=L Tli>o K exists and is the desired

homeomorphism.

Lemma 5.2. Let a be a subset ofZ and let {7Í¡}(>0 and {A7(}i>0 be any collection

of closed sets in 7°° each straight with respect to an infinite set of integers disjoint

from a. Then there exists a ß-homeomorphism A such that

il)forpei°I'°\\Ji>0Ki),hip)e°I<°,

(2) for any i, there is aj¡ such that hiK¡)<= Wh,

(3) for each i, A(A7() is straight with respect to some infinite set of integers, and

(4) aih)<=a'.

Proof. By Lemma 2.9, there exists a subpartition {a,} of infinite sets such that

for each i, a n ax= 0, K¡ is straight with respect to a2i_x and M¡ is straight with
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respect to a2i. We shall define a set {A¡}¡ > 0 of /?-homeomorphisms inductively by

repeated use of Lemma 5.1. Thus for some/ g a2i-i, h¡ is to move £¡ to Wjt with

a(hy)<=a2i_y.

Since (hy-y ■ ■ ■ hy)'1 is a homeomorphism of a compact set we let 8t he a positive

number <1/10' such that if p^el™ and p(hy_y • -hy(p), hx-y ■ -hy(q))<8y, then

p(p,q)< 1/10*. By use of the product metric on I«2i + 2l.i we may require that for

each/^0, hi+j move no point more than (l/2i+2)S(. Since for p, q e 7™, p(p, q)>0,

it follows as in Lemma 2.4 that h=L Yli>0hi is an element of G(I™). By condition

(4) of Lemma 5.1, it follows that A is a jS-homeomorphism.

Theorem 5.3. Let a be a collection of integers. Let {£i}i>0 be any collection of

closed sets such that each is weakly thin with respect to a subpartition whose elements

are disjoint from a. Then there exists a ß-homeomorphism h such that

(1) for p e (°7»\Ui>o Kt), h(p) e °7<°,
(2) for any i>0, there is ajt such that h(Ky)^ Wji and

(3) a(h) <=«'.

Proof. This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 5.2.

Corollary 5.4. Let {£j}i>0 be any collection of weakly thin subsets of I™. Then

there exists a ß-homeomorphism h such that for p e 07°°, h(p) e B(IX) if and only if

pe\Ji>0Ky.

Corollary 5.5. Let "I" be regarded as the product of lines and as space and let

{£¡}¡>o be any collection of closed sets in °7CC such that for each i, £¡ is bounded above

(or below) in infinitely many directions. Then °7°°\[Ji>o K, is homeomorphic to °7CC.

Proof. We imbed °7°° in 7to in the natural way and for each i, the closure of Kt

is weakly thin. Hence Corollary 5.5 follows from Theorem 5.3.

We may regard this corollary as a theorem giving conditions under which a

subset of °7°° is homeomorphic to °7œ. As a special case of Corollary 5.5 we may

assert:

Corollary 5.6. Suppose M is a subset of0!™ and M is the countable union of

compact sets. Then °ICC\M is homeomorphic to °7co.

Our last corollary applies the theorem to a more general setting.

Corollary 5.7. For any separable metric space X and for any countable collection

{£j},>0 of compact subsets of Arx°700, (Xx°I'x')\{Ji>o Ky is homeomorphic to

Xx°I«>.

Proof. Let 7™ =7" x 7„°? where a and a' are each infinite. Let/be an imbedding

of Xx 0/°° into 7™ defined by imbedding X in °I£ and °7œ in 7a°° the latter imbedding

carrying °7°° onto °70°?. Now {/(£i)}¡>0 is a collection of closed sets as in Theorem

5.3 with a, above, regarded as a of the theorem. The homeomorphism h of the
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theorem carries f[iXx°r)\\Ji>0 Kt] onto fiXx °7°°). Thus/" Vi/(with suitable

restrictions off and A understood) is the desired homeomorphism.

Finally we state a theorem concerning the pushing of compact sets in 5(7°°)

into °7°°.

Theorem 5.7. Let M be any compact subset of°Wx and let a be any infinite subset

of Z with a infinite and 1 ea. Then there exists a ß-homeomorphismf such that

il) for pe Bil^lf'Ap) £ T if and only if p e M and (2)/"1(M) is straight with

respect to a.

Proof. Let |3<=Z be such that |S=>(a u {1}), ß\a is infinite and ß' is infinite. Let

K be a subset of °7C0 such that K is homeomorphic to M and K is straight with

respect to ß. By Lemma 5.1 let A be a ß-homeomorphism such that (1) a(A)c/J\a,

(2) for p e 7", hip) is an element of 5(7") if and only if p e K and (3) for p e K,

rAKp))=0 and for k e /3\(« u {1}), rkip) = rfc(A(/>)). Hence A(AT) c ° Wx. By Theorem

4.4, we may let g be a /3*-homeomorphism carrying h{K) onto M such that

1 e ßig). Then gh is the desired homeomorphism.

6. The contraction theorem.

Theorem 6.1. There exists a ß*-homeomorphism, A, such that for pel™ with

niP) = 0, rAKp)) = 0 and, for each j>l,0< r/A(/;)) < 1.

Proof. We shall inductively construct a sequence {A¡}i > 0 of finitely elementary

homeomorphisms such that a(At)={71( 7¡+x}, y(A,) <= {2, 3,..., /} and the left product

of the Aj's exists as the desired homeomorphism A. As before, rVx = rx~\Tj) and

° rVx={0} x °72 x °73 x ■ ■ •. Let, for / > 1, WAO denote the set of all points p of Wx

for which, for each 1 <j£i, 0< r,{p)< 1.

Let Ux be the (l/10)-neighborhood of Wx in 7". Let hx be defined so that (1) hx

is supported on Ux, (2) hxirVx)<= WA2), (3) for each j> 2, j e ßihx) and (4) for each

pel™, rxip)^rAhAp))- Inductively, let í/¡ be the (l/10f)-neighborhood of

Ai-i- ■ hxirVx). Let hi be defined so that (1) A4 is supported on [/,, (2)

*,[*.!•• W)jc ^i(/+i),

(3) for each/> ¿+ IJeßih), (4) a(A()={1, i+1}, (5) for each/» e7°° with t^/j) > 1/10*,

AjAi-!- • •A1(/?) = Ai_1- • Ají/?), and (6) for each pel", rAp^rAhlp)). Note that

condition (5) may be achieved since A¡ _ x ■ • ■ h2hx is uniformly continuous and A¡

could be supported on a small neighborhood of A¡ _ x ■ ■ ■ h2hxi Wx) inside U¡.

We wish to verify that, in fact, the left product of {A(}(>0 is a /3*-homeomorphism

satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Since with r= 1, the conditions of Lemma

2.2 with respect to r, are clearly satisfied using particularly conditions (1), (2), and

(5) above, and since conditions (3) and (4) imply that the other hypotheses of

Lemma 2.2 are satisfied, then the left product of {A¡}i>0 is a mapping A of 7™ onto

itself. To verify that A is a homeomorphism it suffices to note that no two points
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p and q can be mapped to the same point by h. From conditions (5) and (6) it

follows that for some n and all m > n

rX(hn- ■ -hy(p)) = ry(hm- ■ ■ hy(p)) = ry(h(p))

and

ri(A„- •  hy(q)) = ry(hm- ■ hy(q)) = ry(h(q)).

But then, as in Lemma 2.3, ifp+q, there is some k>0 such that rk(h(p))^rk(h(q))

for otherwise, for some / h, • • • hy could not be a homeomorphism. Conditions (2)

and (4) (principally) imply that h( Wy) <= ° Wx. To see that h is a /?*-homeomorphism

we observe using conditions (3), (4), and (5), that no point of °7°° is moved to Wy,

or, in fact, to B(IX), and that no point of £(7°°) is moved to °7°° since, forp g £(7°°),

if r¡(p) = 0, I, then either rj(h(p)) = 0, 1 or ry(h(p))=0 as implied by condition (6)

in the presence of the other conditions.

We now reformulate the contraction theorem in a more general setting for use in

§9. Let a={nf} be any infinite subset of Z.

For each i, let / be an order-preserving homeomorphism on 7n( onto 7¡. For

P = {Pn,}eIa, tetf(p)=f({Pni})={MPnl)} and / so defined is a homeomorphism of

Ia onto 7°°. Each ß- or ^*-homeomorphism g of 7™ produces a ß(Ia) or ß*(Ia)-

homeomorphism   of  Ia,   namely f~3f.   The   set   Wxelm   is f(Wy(Ia))   and

°Wy=f(°Wy(Ia)).
These considerations lead us immediately to the desired corollary.

Corollary 6.2. Let a={«¡}i>0 be any infinite subset ofZ. There exists a ß*(Ia)-

homeomorphism, h, such that, for p e Ia with rni(p) = 0, rni(h(p)) = 0 and, for each

j>l,0<rn¡(h(p))<l.

Note. We can let any element of a be listed as »lt

Remark 6.3. The lemmas, theorems, and definitions of the preceding sections

can be similarly reformulated to refer to Ia instead of 7™.

7. The principal extension theorem.

Definition. A closed set K is said to be normally imbedded in £(7°°) if for some

finite subset «cZ, ra(K) is a subset of the boundary of ra(Ix).

Definition. A closed set K is said to be calm in 7 °° if K is the finite union of

closed sets each of which is either weakly thin in 7°° or normally imbedded in

B(I°°).

Theorem 7.1. Let M be a closed subset of I™ and let f be a homeomorphism of

M into 7™. If M u/(A7) is calm, then f can be extended to an element o/G(7co).

Proof. Since M \J f(M) is calm, let 8 be a finite subset of Z such that M u/(A7)

is the union of closed sets Nx and N2 with the property that rà(Ny) is a subset of

the boundary of r6(7°°) and N2 is the union of finitely many closed sets each weakly

thin with respect to a subpartition whose elements are in Z\8. By Theorem 5.3

there exist a ^-homeomorphism h and a finite set acZ such that ra(h(M u f(M)))
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is a closed subset of Z?(Ta(7°°)). Let g be a/3*-homeomorphism such that a{g) = a u {1}

and gihiM u /(Af ))) <= IPj. Clearly g can be produced from a homeomorphism of

the finite cell 7aufl).

By Theorem 6.1 there exists a /?*-homeomorphism </> such that <f>ghiM u F(M))

is a (compact) subset of °WX. Hence by Theorem 4.4 there exists a ^-homeo-

morphism r¡ extending <f>ghfh~1g~1<f>~1 (with A, g, and <£ cut down appropriately)

from the set <f>ghiM) onto </>ghfiM). But then h'1g~1<f>~1rl</>gh extends/as was to

be shown.

Theorem 7.1 gives a rather strong homogeneity property of the Hilbert cube :

namely, for many closed subsets of 7°° any homeomorphism from one to the other

may be extended to an element of G(7°°). (For ordinary 1-point homogeneity,

M and/(M) may be regarded as single points.) In a paper entitled On topological

infinite deficiency, a definitive theorem will be given.

8. Unions of two Hilbert cubes. In this section we use the result of §7 to get

conditions under which the union of two Hilbert cubes is homeomorphic to a

Hilbert cube.

Let A and A' be disjoint metric spaces and let K and K' be closed subsets of A

and A' respectively. Suppose there exists a homeomorphism / of AT onto K'. Let

A uf A' denote the space whose points are (1) the points of A\K, (2) the points of

A'\K', and (3) the pairs {k,fik)) for k e K. Let g and g' be the canonical 1-1

transformations of A and Ä respectively into A uf A'. A set U in A \Jf A' is open

if and only if g _1(t/) and g'~\U) are open in A and A' respectively.

Theorem 8.1. Suppose A, A', K, and K' are all homeomorphic to Ie0 and suppose

K and K' are calm subsets of A and A' respectively. Then for any homeomorphism A

of K onto K', A Uf A' is homeomorphic to 7°°.

Proof. This theorem follows readily from Theorem 7.1. Let g and g' he as in

the explanation of A ur A'. Let/be a homeomorphism of g{A) onto itself carrying

the set of points of giA) with first coordinate 0 onto g(AT). Let /' be a similar

homeomorphism of giA') onto itself. We give the desired coordinatization of

A <uf A' as a Hilbert cube. For any x e giA) let every coordinate of x after the first

be the similar coordinate of/_1(x) and let the first coordinate of x be %il—xx)

where xx is the first coordinate of/_1(x). For any x e g\A'), let the first coordinate

of x be i+K^i) where xx is the first coordinate of f'~\x) and let every other

coordinate be that already assigned to the point of g\K') whose other coordinates

under/'-1 agree with those off'~\x).

Conjecture. If the intersection of two Hilbert cubes is a Hilbert cube then their

union is a Hilbert cube.

In a paper to be published separately the author has shown that the product of

any dendron and 7" is homeomorphic to 7°°. It is easy to see that the above con-

jecture could not be true unless, for example, the product of a triod and 7°° were
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homeomorphic to 7œ. But the conjecture is, in fact, much stronger than this latter

statement.

Question. If the union of two Hubert cubes is a Hubert cube must their inter-

section be a Hilbert cube ? It seems likely that the answer is in the negative but the

author does not know how to prove it. Clearly such intersection must be an

infinite-dimensional Cantorian manifold. If there exists (as seems likely) an

infinite-dimensional Cantorian manifold which is an absolute retract and is not

homeomorphic to 7°°, then it might be possible to slice a Hilbert cube into two

Hilbert cubes by such a set.

9. Products homeomorphic to °(7)GC. In this section we apply the procedures

of the preceding sections to show that many infinite products not obviously homeo-

morphic to °7°° are, in fact, homeomorphic to this set.

Definitions. A set Y is said to be a near n-cell, n > 0, if Y is a subset of a closed

«-cell V such that Y contains Int V. We say that V carries Y. A near n-cell Y for

which V\ T# 0 is called proper. A near «-cell Y for which T\Int V is a G6 subset

of B(V) is called a Gb near «-cell.

The following lemma is almost obvious and is given without proof.

Lemma 9.1. If Y y and Y2 are G6 near nt-cells, i =1,2, and Y± is proper, then

Yy x Y2 is a proper Gó near («j + n2)-cell.

Lemma 9.2. Let Y be a proper near n-cell. Then for any set «={/,.. .,/„} of

distinct positive integers, there exists a homeomorphism <f> of Y into Ia such that

(i) 7« carries <f>( Y), (ii) rh (<f>( Y)\°Ia) is the point 0 g Ih, and (iii) for each k, l<kz^n,

0<TJk{<KY))<l.

Proof. Let V be an n-cell which carries Y and let p be a point of V\ Y. Let a

be a map of Ia onto V such that for each qeV with q ̂ p, a ' \q) is a single point of

Ia and such that o~\p) is the closure of the set of all points of the boundary of

Ia with/, coordinate >0. Then a_1| 7 is the desired homeomorphism <f>.

We call Ih of the above lemma the end-factor and/ the end-index of Ia.

Theorem 9.3. Let, for each /> 0, Y, be a G6 near n,-cell and let, for infinitely many

i, Yy be proper. Then Y= ni>0 Yy is homeomorphic to °7tc.

Proof. By Lemma 9.1 we may take products of pairs of Yy's so that each product

is a proper near «ifc-cell for some mk ̂  2. Without loss of generality, we assume the

Yy's themselves to be proper and each n( to be S:2. By Lemma 9.2 we may regard

7°° as Vy x V2■ ■ ■ where, for each/ V¡ is a finite product Ih,..., IJHi and V¡ carries

Yj in the manner of Lemma 9.2. Let T be the collection of all end-indices of the

various V/s.

For each / let X¡ be the set of all points of V} with end-factor coordinate ^ 1

and other coordinates neither 0 nor 1. Thus we have °Vj<= f^IjC^, Letting

X= rii>o X we also have °7œ c fcic/-.
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Our strategy will be first to exhibit a homeomorphism / of 7" onto itself such

that fiX) = ° I™. Then we find a j8-homeomorphism A deleting a countable union

of straight sets (relatively closed in °7°°) from °7°° so that A/ carries Y onto °7°°,

i.e., we use A to eliminate the points offiX\Y) from °7°°.

Let {ay} be a partition of Z such that for each/'>0, a¡ is infinite and a¡ n Tis a

single element.

Let j* denote the element of T in a,. Let W',. denote the set of all points of Ia¡

with/'* coordinate 0. Let °W'r denote the subset of W). consisting of all points of

W'j* each of whose other coordinates is neither 0 nor 1.

We note that X= n>0 {%, u 0W'jt) since °Iaj u "W], is the product of an

appropriate half-open interval by infinitely many open intervals. Thus

Y\i>o i°Ia) u °W'r) can be refactored to produce X.

By Corollary 6.2, there exists a /J*(7ai)-homeomorphism -n, such that

■nJiW'r)<^°Wj.. By Theorem 5.7 and Remark 6.3 there exists a /3(7aj)-homeo-

morphism <£, such that ^"SX^ÍO is a straight set in °Iaj and

U°I.,) = °h, u ViiW'r).

For each/ consider I™=Iaj x7aJ. For eachj, let f¡¡ and <¡>} be defined in terms of

the above factorization as follows: for pel™, ■ñAp) = irlÁTalÍP)), Ta;ip)) and

$iip) = i<t>iiTa,ip)), rajip)). By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.8, ■n=L Ui>o Vi and <j>=L EUo <f>i

are ß*- and /3-homeomorphisms respectively.

The homeomorphism <£-17y does not serve as the/of our strategy since, for each

j, tT1^/ carries W), instead of "Wj, into °7ec. For each/' and each kea¡ with

&#/'*, let Ckij) denote the (closed) set of points of Wj. with ^-coordinate 0 or 1.

Then rV'j.= W'j.A[Jkeaj:k*i* Ckij)). Also since ^^vÁ^'r) 's straight in Ittj then

so is <f>J1r)ACkiJ)) for each k. Therefore by Lemma 5.2, there is a /?(7a<)-homeo-

morphism g,- such that g¡ carries °Iaj\{Jk &~ ̂ XQO')) °nto °7aj, andgy^/^/W^.)

is straight in 7ay. Let gj be defined with respect to g,- as were fjj and ^ with respect

to rjj and (^y. Let g=LTJj<0gj and g, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.8 is a /3-homeo-

morphism. Hence g</> ' xr¡ is the desired homeomorphism / of our strategy and

g^^irrAO)) is straight for each t e T.

For any /', we consider V„ Xt, and Y¡. By definition of near «-cell and the con-

struction of Lemma 9.2, for each /, there exists a countable collection RAO, A > 0,

of closed subsets of the closure of A^0^ such that A,i\(JA>0 RA0= Tf. For/'*

the end-index of V¡ and j* e a}, the closure of XiYVi crossed the factors of 7°° not

factors of Vt, is precisely the set W'f. crossed the factors of 7™ not in a} and is

precisely the set r~. 2(0). Let JÍ be the collection of all sets RAO crossed with the

factors of I™ not factors of V{. Since for teT, g<¿~MTt_1(0)) is straight in I™,

then so is each set g<f>" ^(M) for M e J(. The collection of all such sets g<¡> ~ 1rliM)

is a countable collection of straight sets and by Lemma 5.2 there is a /5-homeo-

morphism A of I™ onto itself such that for p e °7°°, hip) e Bil™) if and only if p

is an element of some such set g^'^iM). But X\{JMejr M must be the set Y since
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in order for a point p to be in X\ Y, it is necessary and sufficient that there be an i

such that the projection of/? on Vy is in A",\r¡.

Thus Theorem 9.3 is proved.

Remark. The question as to whether a given set A7, °Ta<=M<^Iw, is homeo-

morphic to °7°° is partially answered by the results of §5: the images of °7°° under

/Miomeomorphisms are such sets. Also §5 explicitly gives us conditions under

which certain subsets of °7°° are homeomorphic to °7co.

Corollary 9.4. 7« order that the countable infinite product of intervals {each

open, closed, or half-open) be homeomorphic to °7°° it is necessary and sufficient that

infinitely many of the factors be open or half-open.

Proof. The sufficiency follows explicitly from Theorem 9.3. The necessity follows

from the fact that °7°° is not locally compact whereas such a product with only

finitely many open or half-open factors would be locally compact.

Corollary 9.5. 7°° x °7°° is homeomorphic to°I'°.

In [3] Bessaga and Klee show that Corollary 9.4 above is a corollary of one of

their theorems dealing with infinite (not necessarily countable) products.

Sierpiñski [9] has shown that the absolute Gó's are the spaces which are topologic-

ally complete. Thus the G6 requirement of the definition of near «-cell cannot be

weakened at all if Theorem 9.3 is to be true. In fact, from Sierpiñski's result and

Theorem 9.3 we get our final theorem.

Theorem 9.5. 7« order that a countable infinite product of near n-cells be homeo-

morphic to 07œ it is necessary and sufficient that (1) each factor be a Gô near n-cell

and (2) infinitely many of the factors be proper near n-cells.
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